


Total crypto market capitalisation is now below the 2.4T mark. The market keeps losing momentum as the major digital assets
experience a strong correction. The bearish trend has lasted for several days, with BTC now 12% down from its ALTs. 
Bulls have lost significant territory, delaying the rally towards the $3 trillion mark.
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On the weekly timeframe, BTC Dominance remains in an accumulation zone (Current dominance: 42%). The digital giant has formed a
descending trend which is now heading toward the 40% mark. Candlestick formations are still printing strong indecision.  

The 46% level is the next target for BTC bulls if momentum picks up once again. On the contrary, 39%-40% is the next support to be met
if Bitcoin keeps exhibiting further weakness.  

Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D) 
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Ethereum Dominance reached the 20% mark a day ago, after rallying for over 3 days. ETH.D is now strongly rejecting the 20% dominance
resistance. If the trend shifts to the downside, BTC dominance will certainly gain territory once again. 

Ethereum Dominance (ETH.D) 
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Bitcoin (BTC) 

At the moment of writing, BTC is trading at
$54,200. BTC retreated from its weekly record
highs, alongside many risk-assets in the
financial market.  BTCUSD is on its way to
printing a second bearish weekly candle.
There are still no signs of bullish momentum in
the current territory.

The overnight price meltdown gave bears just
enough confidence to instil even more pain.
Bears now targeting the $53K-$51K liquidity
level. If the demand zone does not get
respected, the $49K area will become the next
area of interest. 
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ETH has experienced a major price drop in the
last 24hrs, with the digital asset losing over 10%
on the daily timeframe. If the daily candle closes
with its current engulfing formation, bears could
add an extra confirmation to their entry list. 

Price broke several intra-day support levels and
now traders are carefully monitoring the
$4000-$3900 weekly demand level.Investors are
now monitoring the marketing structure closely.
The ascending wedge formation has been
broken and major indicators have turned bearish,
such as the ETH Dominance indicator.

 
Ethereum (ETH) 
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Binance Coin currently trading within
indecision territory. Price action did not
manage to break the key resistance of $670
and now the price is bouncing back to the
$550 intra-day support. The last weekly
candle printed an engulfing formation, closing
slightly above the $500 support.

If the next two daily candles keep printing a
bearish momentum, the $500 and the $400
support are the next targets for many
investors. On the other hand, if the price finds
hostility around the next demand zone, ETH
could head back to the previous all-time high
at $670.

Binance Coin (BNB) 
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At the time of this analysis, Cardano is trading
at $1.55. ADA's price action has been
significantly volatile in the last market session,
with the pair losing over %7. ADAUSD is now
approaching the 78% Fibonacci retracement
and scalpers would look for any potential
trades if the price starts to reject this key ratio. 

The last two daily candles confirmed the
breakout of the $1.8 resistance. The bearish
thesis is now projecting a retest of the $1.20
demand zone. There are no signs of
exhaustion in the current market trend. 

 

Cardano (ADA)
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Solana (SOL) price action has continued its
bearish trend in the last market session, with the
token now closing the day with over 8% in
losses. SOLUSD has depreciated significantly
since it reached its all-time highs at the start of
the month, with the pair now 30% down from
ATHs. 

At the time of this analysis, price action is
retesting a critical support level that has been
respected in the past by the bulls. If traders find
the $180 demand zone attractive, long positions
could dominate the scene, bringing the price
back to the $250 resistance. On the contrary, if
this level is not held, traders will set the $140
area are the next sell target.
 

Solana (SOL)
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Similar to the rest of the altcoins, XRP
saw its value depreciate sharply during
the London & New York trading session.
If today's daily candle closes with the
current engulfing pattern, bears could be
incentivised to break the $0.88-$0.87
support level. 

In general, XRPUSD has not changed its
price behaviour in weeks, which makes
us believe that a retest of the current area
is also a possibility. If bulls decide to
respect the existing range formed in the
weekly timeframe, XRPUSD could come
back to trade sideways.

 

XRP 
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Polkadot has extended losses in the last few
hours, with the pair now adding an 11% loss
to its records. Based on the market
structure, DOTUSD could face an even
stronger meltdown, as the ascending
support has been broken. In addition, the
$37 daily support has also been invalidated,
with bears now placing positions with a $26
target in mind. 

 

Polkadot (DOT)
 

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/polkadot-new/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/polkadot-new/



